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Michael Tsairides:Welcome all, for audio, please dial into the toll-free telecon line: 1-844-467-6272, 
Passcode: 592382# 
  Michael Tsairides:Friendly reminder, please mute your computer speakers. Also, when you're not 
speaking, mute your phone/tablet.  
  Jose Ortiz:Will the audio still be available via computer?  I am on an iPad, and would preffer that audio 
  Michael Tsairides:Yes, the audio is being fed into Adobe Connect and is available via computer/tablet 
  Michael Tsairides:If you decide on dialing into the telecon line, please mute your computer speakers.  
  Dayal Nagasuru:Is it possible eto mute everyone and let prople unmute as needed? 
  Jose Ortiz:Certainly, will do 
  rchong/mitre:"mute your speakers"? you mean "mute your mic" right? 
  Michael Tsairides:Yes, I've muted some of the lines accordingly. We'll open them back up during the 
Q&A session. However, the instructions were not to implement a global mute.  
  Michael Tsairides:The audio is being fed into Adobe Connect, so if you've dialed into the telecon line 
we ask you to 1.) mute your computer speakers and 2.) mute your mic via phone/tablet when not 
speaking  
  rchong/mitre:ah, got it; only applies to dial-in. 
  Michael Tsairides:Correct  
  Sandeep Badrinath:When did Bank 3 metering start (is there any specific date)? 
  Hanbong Lee:Bank 3 metering began since 2/19/2018. 
  Sandeep Badrinath:Thanks Hanbong.  
  Michael Tsairides:Participants, just a reminder, if you'd like a local full screen view of the slides, click on 
the four arrows at the top right of the box/pod containing the presentation slides.  
  Tom Reynolds:Are you using EOBT from the TFMS feed or an internal feed from AAL? 
  Shivanjli Sharma:We are using EOBT infromation from TFMS from AAL as well as other airlines 
  Tom Reynolds:Thanks, so it is the same EOBT data AAL is publishing to TFMS? 
  Shivanjli Sharma:That is correct, there is a TFDM service in TFMS that we subscribe to in order to  
ingest these EOBTs 
  Shivanjli Sharma:From AAL, Delta, JBU, and others as they begin producing this data 
  Tom Reynolds:Got it, many thanks. 
  Michael 
Tsairides:https://www.aviationsystemsdivision.arc.nasa.gov/research/atd2/remote_demos.shtml 
 


